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ABSTRACT
We present a broadband modeling of the afterglow of GRB 021004. The
optical transient of this burst has been detected very early and densely sampled
in several bands. Its light curve shows signicant deviations from a simple power
law. We use the data from the X-ray to the I−band gathered in the rst month
of observations, and examine three models. Two involve variations in the energy
of the shock. The rst (energy injection) allows only increases to the shock
energy, while the second (patchy shell) allows the energy to increase or decrease.
In the nal model (clumpy medium) the energy of the shock is constant while
the density varies. While all three models reproduce well the optical bands, the
variable density model can best account for the X-ray data, and the energy-
injection model has the poorest t. None of the models can account for the
modest color variations observed during the rst few days of the burst.
Subject headings: gamma rays: bursts
1. Introduction
The gamma-ray burst GRB 021004 was detected by HETE II at 12:06 UT on the 4th
of October 2002 (?). Observations after about 9 minutes from the trigger revealed a fading
optical transient (?), which was densely sampled in several bands, especially at early times.
An X-ray counterpart has also been reported by ?).
The afterglow of GRB 021004 has shown several unusual features. Absorption lines
from high velocity material have been detected in the spectrum (???), evidence of short
time scale variability has been presented (?), and the light curves in various bands display
signicant deviations from a simple power law decay, with several bumps and flattenings.





A rst, pronounced bump around 103 − 104 sec was modeled by ?) with a density contrast
in the ambient medium density, while ?) interpreted it as due to emission from the reverse
shock. ?) tted the R band data and found that several models provide good ts to the
data, both with varying density (at xed energy) and with varying energy (at xed density).
Determining the appropriate physical model is crucial in order to understand what the
progenitors of GRBs are, and the large wealth of data available for GRB 021004 in several
bands allows detailed modeling.
In this Letter, we present a modeling of the light curve of GRB 021004 from the X-
ray to the I−band. We nd that a model in which the bumps are produced by density
fluctuations (and not by energy injection) best accounts for both the optical and the X-ray
data. We derive the density prole that best ts the data and discuss its implications for
GRB progenitor scenarios.
2. Models
To calculate the emission from the afterglow we have used the models of ?) as extended
by ?) for a varying density or energy. Although both the energy of the afterglow and the
density of the surrounding medium can vary, we will consider a GRB shock whose energy
increases while propagating through a wind with a constant mass-loss rate (the energy-
injection model), a shock whose energy increases or decreases while travelling through a
constant-density medium (the patchy-shell model) and a shock of constant energy traveling
through a wind with a varying mass-loss rate (the clumpy-medium model). The total energy
of the shock is assumed to be
E[R(t)] = AM [R(t)]Γ2[R(t)]c2; (1)
and the shock is assumed to evolve adiabatically (?) outside of the modeled energy-variation
events. Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor of the shock. The constant A depends on the properties
of the post-shock gas, and here we take it to be unity. The mass accumulated in the shocked





where (r) is the density of the external medium. The time since the burst at which the















We assume that the shock produces a power-law distribution of electrons with γ > γm and
n / γ−p. Ten percent of the energy of the shocked gas heats the nonthermal electrons, and
one percent of the energy resides in magnetic elds behind the shock. This yields a peak






where E52 denotes E=10
52 in c.g.s. units and similarly for the other quantities. E is the
total isotropic-equivalent energy of the shock, n is the local number density, and D is the
distance from the GRB to us.
Because the density of the medium is not constant the expressions for the break fre-
quencies are more complicated than the results of ?). ?) give the formulae
m = 5 1012E252M−229 n0.50 Hz (5)
c = 3 1014E−252 M229n−1.50 t−2daysHz (6)
for the synchrotron and the cooling frequency, respectively. This analysis assumes that the
density and energy changes do not cause a signicant reverse shock to travel back through
the shocked gas. This requires that the density and energy jumps be small and gradual (?).
If c < m (fast cooling), the flux density is proportional to 
−1/2 between c and m,
to 1/3 below c and to 
−p/2 above m. In both models fast cooling lasts for about the
rst thousand seconds after the burst; therefore, only the data of ?) lies in the fast-cooling
regime. If m < c (slow cooling), the flux density goes as 
−(p−1)/2 between m and c,
1/3 below m and 
−p/2 above c. m passes through the optical and near infrared a few
thousand seconds after the burst.
3. Results
We compare the three models with the broadband optical culled from the GCN and the
literature for the rst day after the burst (?????????), the X-ray data from ?), and the later
optical data from ?), ?) and ?) . We adjust either the energy injection or the density of
the surrounding medium to t the R-band data. The Chandra observations of ?) constrain
the electron-injection power-law exponent p to be about 2:2. ?) give a redshift of 2.323
for the optical transient. Assuming the cosmographic parameters ΩM = 0:3; ΩΛ = 0:7 and
H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1 yields a luminosity distance of 5:81028 cm to the gamma-ray burst.
This distance results in an isotropic energy for the afterglow of about 91052 ergs during the
Chandra observation ?). We account for the cosmological time dilation and k−correction.
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Because we varied either the energy of the forward shock or the density of the sur-
rounding medium to obtain a good t to the observations in the R−band and adjusted the
extinction to x the average flux in the other bands, the key diagnostic between the two mod-
els is that density variations only aect the flux between the cooling frequency (??) and m
and are achromatic in this regime. Variations in the energy change the flux achromatically
throughout the near infrared, optical and X-ray regimes.
Fig. 1 compares the two energy-variation models with the data from the rst month
after the burst. For the energy-injection model we have assumed a wind density prole
that corresponds to a mass-loss rate of 1:3  10−6 Myr−1, assuming a wind velocity of
1000 km s−1. The local extinction is AV ′ = 0:34, where V 0 is the local V−band. The patchy-
shell model has a constant density medium with n = 0:1 cm−3 and a local extinction of
AV ′ = 0:33. Fig. 2 depicts the clumpy-medium model. In this model, the isotropic energy of
the ejecta is 8:9 1052 ergs and the local extinction is AV ′ = 0:33. This energy agrees with
the isotropic energy in gamma rays of the GRB itself (?), 2:06  1052 ergs if one assumes
that twenty-percent of the energy in the ejecta is converted to prompt gamma rays (?). For
all three models the Galactic value of AV is taken to be 0.21 in the direction of the burst
(?). We used the Milky-Way and LMC extinction models of ?) to model the Galactic and
host dust respectively. ?) nd AV ′ = 0:26 0:04 using Pei’s SMC model.
All three models provide excellent ts to the optical and near infrared data from one
hour until about six days after the burst. The patchy-shell model fails to predict the flux
during the rst hour of the burst and overpredicts the flux from the afterglow after six days.
The initial points may be explained by emission from a reverse shock (?e.g.)]Pand02 or an
increase in the density of the medium near the progenitor. ?) argue that the jet break occurs
at about six days, so because our models assume an isotropic afterglow, the presence of a
jet can account for this discrepancy. The energy-injection and clumpy-medium models can
t the entire R−band light curve up to one month after the burst.
Fig. 3 depicts the required variation in the energy of the visible portion of the reball
in the energy-variation models and Fig. 4 depicts the run of density in the clumpy-medium
model. In the clumpy-medium and patchy-shell models, the required variations are modest
so we are justied in neglecting the contribution of reverse shocks to the emission (?). The
energy-injection model requires the energy of the shock to increase by a factor of forty, so
the simple models of ?) may not be applicable. Note that, in the clumpy-medium model,
the rise of the density at small radii derives from tting the early optical data (?) such a
rise would not be required if that emission were originated in the reverse shock as claimed
by (?).
The largest dierence between the models is at frequencies above c. The Chandra
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Fig. 1.| The panels show the results of the two energy-variation models superimposed on
the observations. The left panel depicts the energy-injection model: the energy only increases
as the shock propagates and the density drops as r−2. The right panel shows the patchy-shell
model: the density is constant and the energy varies up and down. From bottom to top, the
curves trace the X-ray flux at 10 keV and 2 keV, U + 2, B + 1, V + 0:5, R, and I − 0:5. The
X-ray magnitude is dened using zero points of 400 Jy at 10 keV and 800 Jy at 2 keV.
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Fig. 2.| The panel shows the results of the clumpy-medium model. Here the energy of the
shock is constant but the density of the medium is allowed to vary
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Fig. 3.| The isotropic energy of the afterglow as a function of radius for the energy-variation
models. The short-dashed curve follows the energy-injection model, and the long-dashed
curve follows the patchy-shell model. The horizontal lines show the range of radii covered
by the observations.
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Fig. 4.| The left panel shows the density of the medium surrounding the GRB progenitor
as a function of radius. The right panel depicts the mass loss rate from the progenitor as a
function of time before the burst assuming a wind velocity of 1000 kms−1.
Fig. 5.| The panels show the value of the bulk Lorentz factor as a function of the radius
of the forward shock and time after the burst. The solid curve traces the solution with
clumpy-medium model, the short-dashed lines follow the energy-injection result, and the
long-dashed line gives the patchy-shell result. The horizontal lines show the range of radii
probed by the observations in each of the models.
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observations (?) are contemporaneous with optical and near infrared measurements (???).
The optical/NIR observations show signicant variation from power-law decay during this
epoch. The X-ray observations are consistent with the power-law decay t−10.2. In the
clumpy-medium model, the X-ray flux follows a strict power-law decay during this epoch
because the cooling frequency lies below the X-rays. On the other hand, the energy-variation
model results in complicated behavior in the X-rays which is absent in the data.
If we examine in further detail, the color of the emission in the optical and near infrared
varies signicantly from day to day (??). Because all of these bands lie below the cooling
frequency, both the density-variation and energy-variation models cannot reproduce these
color changes. This is apparent from Figs. 1 and 2.
4. Discussion
We nd that the broadband emission from GRB 021004 can be well described by a
relativistic reball propagating into a clumpy medium. This model can account for the
observed variability in the optical and near infrared while producing a power-law decay in
the X-rays. Varying the energy in the observed portion of the reball results in a variation
in the X-ray flux as well which was not seen.
The patchy-shell model provides a marginally poorer explanation. In this model, the
mean energy of the observed portion of the reball can both increase or decrease (?) as it
travels through a constant density medium. This model can account for the near infrared
through X-ray data, but it predicts a modest departure from power-law decay in the X-rays.
It cannot account for the earliest data or for the fluxes more than ve days after the burst.
This time coincides with the jet break found by ?). Because our models do not account
for jet emission, the jet provides a natural explanation for the discrepancy. In both the
clumpy-medium and the patchy-shell models Γ  10 at this time. Using the formula of ?)
gives a jet-opening angle of 0.09 consistent with the value of Γ. This yields a total energy
of the ejecta of approximately 4  1050 erg and 9 1049 erg in the gamma-ray burst itself,
somewhat less than the mean found by ?).
The least likely model is energy injection. Because of the steep decline in the second
half of the rst day, a wind density model is required to t the data in this scenario. Without
some signicant energy injection during this period, the model underpredicts the flux later
on. Furthermore, the energy-injection model exhibits dramatic evolution in the X-rays as
well. This was not apparently seen (?).
We nd that the afterglow of GRB 021004 was most likely produced in a low-density,
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typical ISM medium. The mean density during most of the afterglow phase is about 0.1
cm−3. If this value is typical also at scales larger larger than those in which the afterglow
is produced, no variability in the absorption lines in the spectra (associated with the host
galaxy) should be expected (?). The typical density that we infer could be very well typical of
mergers of two compact objects as found in numerical simulations (?), but in this case we do
not expect a particularly bumpy environment (?, besides the small scale fluctuations due to
ISM turbulence, see)]Wang00, while this seems to be the case for GRB 021004. Therefore,
the association with the collapse of a massive star is a more likely scenario. A lumpy,
low-density background could suggest an explosion which occurred inside the remnant of a
previous supernova explosion, such as in the Supranova model of (?).
Besides the magnitude of the density, the density prole itself in the immediate envi-
ronment of the burst can be be used to discern among various progenitor models (?, see
e.g.)]Lazz01. We nd that, if we t the early optical data points within the same forward
shock model that is used to model the later emission4, then the overall density prole re-
sembles that of a wind from a massive star, as one would expect in the collapsar scenario
?). We have computed the mass loss rate that is needed to produce the derived density.
Although the density that we nd is somewhat lower than that assumed by ?), it is typical
for high-mass stars at subsolar metallicity (?).
GRB 021004 exhibited several color changes during its decay (??). None of the mod-
els that we have considered cannot explain these changes. Furthermore, it is impossible
to reproduce the color change within the broken-power-law spectral model of ?) even by
integrating over an heterogeneous reball (?e.g.)]Naka02, unless the inhomogeneities are suf-
ciently large to shift the values of c or m across the bands of interest. Because the latter
possibility is unlikely, we conclude that if the color changes are real, they are most likely
either external to the reball or a result of the approximations used in current afterglow
models.
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